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1.  Introduction
The Instantaneous Radiative forcing (IRF) is the initial imbalance of the Earth’s top-of-the-atmosphere 
(TOA) radiative energy budget directly caused by a change in atmospheric composition, such as increasing 
greenhouse gases (GHGs), or perturbed surface properties, like from land use change. All anthropogenic 
climate changes are a response to the IRF, including surface temperature change and associated radiative 
feedbacks (Sherwood et al., 2015). Despite a sound basis in physics and radiative transfer theory, the IRF 
is hard to directly diagnose from observations. Multiple remote sensing and in-situ instruments observe 
net radiative fluxes, but these measurements convolve the IRF with radiative responses to the changing 
atmospheric state. Some studies have diagnosed a more broadly defined “greenhouse effect” by evaluating 
observations of clear-sky longwave radiation at the surface (Philipona et al., 2004) and TOA (Raghuraman 
et al., 2019), but this analysis does not separate the IRF from water vapor feedback processes.
Harries et  al.  (2001) compared outgoing longwave radiation at the TOA from two satellite instruments 
launched decades apart, attributing emission differences at relevant spectral bands to rising greenhouse 
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gas (GHG) concentrations. However, instrumental uncertainty between the two platforms complicates in-
terpretation (Jiang et al., 2011). Feldman et al. (2015, 2018) used ground observations from the US Depart-
ment of Energy Atmospheric Radiation Measurement program to provide the most observationally oriented 
assessment to date of GHG surface radiative forcing, which is proportional to the TOA IRF. However, their 
analysis was limited to longwave (LW) forcing from CO2 and CH4 and was only conducted for two locations. 
The total IRF has not been directly diagnosed globally from observations.
Well understood radiative transfer theory tightly constraints the GHG component of the IRF. Line-by-line 
radiative transfer models diagnose it within 1% agreement (Collins et al., 2006; Mlynczak et al., 2016; Pincus 
et al., 2020). However, these highly accurate calculations are computationally expensive, so analysis is often 
limited to a few idealized atmospheric profiles. Quantifying the IRF globally and over time relies on more 
efficient but less accurate parameterized radiative transfer models (Soden et al., 2018), which introduces 
model bias when applied to observations. Diagnosing the IRF from aerosols with these models suffers from 
the same pitfalls, plus additional uncertainty associated with aerosol optical properties that are not well-ob-
served (Randles et al., 2013; Stier et al., 2013). While there have been recent efforts to constrain aerosol 
IRF with observations (Bellouin et al., 2020; Watson-Parris et al., 2020), results are usually not temporally 
resolved.
Here, we circumvent these limitations by applying radiative kernels (Soden et al., 2008) to isolate the IRF 
from radiative feedbacks and rapid adjustments over time. We demonstrate that the IRF has increased with 
rising GHG concentrations, accounting for recent, positive trends in the total TOA radiative imbalance. 
More specifically, we consider this IRF to be largely a consequence of concentration changes after anthro-
pogenic emissions are moderated by natural carbon cycle responses (Friedlingstein et al., 2019).
2.  Methods
Variations in the total, all-sky radiative energy balance at the TOA, dR, constrain global surface temperature 
change and consists of the all-sky IRF and radiative responses to the IRF:
 IRF ,dR dR (1)
where dRλ is the net radiative changes caused by surface temperature-mediated radiative feedbacks and 
rapid adjustments from, to first order, temperature (T), water vapor (q), surface albedo (α) and cloud (C) 
changes (Sherwood et al., 2015; Vial et al., 2013):
     .T q CdR dR dR dR dR (2)
For simplicity, we will not decompose these terms further into feedbacks and rapid adjustments since it has 
no bearing on diagnosing the IRF. We simply refer to these radiative anomalies as radiative responses. We 
note that dRλ includes both anthropogenic responses and natural variability (e.g., Trenberth et al., 2015).
The Clouds and Earth’s Radiant Energy System (CERES) has provided global TOA energy balance obser-
vations since 2000. Here, we diagnose dR using radiative flux anomalies from the CERES Energy Balance 
and Filled (EBAF) Ed. 4.1 product (Loeb et al., 2018b; Loeb et al., 2019). While no observational product 
measures the radiative response terms in isolation, they can be diagnosed using radiative kernels combined 
with observations of the relevant state variable, x (B. Zhang et al., 2019; Bony et al., 2020). An individual, 
non-cloud radiative response, dRx, in linear form is:
  

, , , ,x x
RdR dx K dx x T q
x
 (3)
where Kx is a radiative kernel representing direct radiative changes from small, standard perturbations in 
state variable x and dx is the actual temperature (T), water vapor (q) or surface albedo (α) climate response. 
Under clear-sky (CS) conditions:
 






   
CS CS CS CS.T qdR dR dR dR (5)
To diagnose dRx or dRCSx we use observational-based radiative kernels developed from the CloudSat Fluxes 
and Heating Rates product 2B-FLXHR-LIDAR (Kramer et al., 2019). Unlike GCM-derived radiative kernels, 
these kernels are free from model bias in the base state, and thus ideal for diagnosing observed radiation 
changes. Calculating Kx requires using a radiative transfer model to convert base state perturbations to radi-
ative sensitivities. Therefore, using radiative kernels introduces some radiative-transfer model dependency. 
We apply the radiative kernels to deseasonalized anomalies of temperature and specific humidity profiles 
from version 6 Level 3 AIRS retrievals (Aumann et al., 2003) to estimate dRT and dRq and to surface albe-
do anomalies from CERES EBAF surface fluxes (Kato et al., 2018) to estimate dRα. Due to computational 
expense, radiative kernels, including those used here, are often derived from one year of data. However 
radiative kernel inter-annual variability is small (Pendergrass et al., 2018; Thorsen et al., 2018), therefore 
applying radiative kernels to the entire observational record is justified.
In the traditional radiative kernel technique used here, the cloud radiative response (dRC) is calculated 
as the change in cloud radiative effects (CRE) corrected for cloud masking (Kramer et  al.,  2019; Soden 
et al., 2008):
                CS CS CS CSCRE IRF IRF ,C T T q qdR d dR dR dR dR dR dR (6)
where CRE is the difference between all-sky and clear-sky radiative fluxes. The cloud masking correction 
is necessary because CRE includes differences between all-sky and clear-sky non-cloud radiative changes, 
which are not actual cloud radiative responses (Soden et al., 2004). Here dCRE is estimated using the TOA 
CERES EBAF radiative fluxes. The dRx terms are diagnosed using all-sky and clear-sky radiative kernels as 
described above.
The ultimate goal of this study is to derive the IRF from these radiative kernel calculations. Under clear-sky 
conditions, we simply diagnose IRFCS by rearranging Equation 3, whereby:
       cs cs cs cs cs cs csIRF .T qdR dR dR dR dR dR (7)
For all-sky conditions, an analogous calculation would require dRC to be removed from dR, but since es-
timating dRC as in Equation 6 requires the IRF to be known, this differencing technique is not possible. 





where Cl is a constant that accounts for cloud masking of the IRF. For the LW Cl, we use a constant of 
1.24, derived by dividing clear-sky and all-sky double-call radiative transfer calculations of CO2 IRF from 
models (Smith et al., 2018). The cloud mask for the shortwave (SW) is derived from direct output of aerosol 
IRF from Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2 (MERRA-2) reanal-
ysis (Gelaro et al., 2017). The global-mean value is 2.43, in line with a range of observational-based cloud 
masking estimates by Bellouin et al. (2020). Only the MERRA-2 SW Cl is available over time, but it has an 
insignificant long-term trend. Consequently, SW IRF has nearly identical trends when computed with a 
time resolved versus constant SW Cl.
This conversion to all-sky conditions accounts for the presence of clouds but not cloud changes. Therefore, 
the IRF in this study does not include aerosol-cloud interactions, such as cloud albedo effects (Boucher 
et al., 2013). Instead, these terms are included in dRC. Therefore, the aerosol component to the kernel-de-






The AIRS L3 data has the shortest record among satellite observations used in this study, with 2003 being 
the first complete year of data. Thus, we compute all deseasonalized anomalies from 2003 to 2018 relative 
to the mean of that time span. While we refer to the resulting calculation as the IRF for brevity, we actually 
show anomalies of the IRF. For comparison, we also estimate the IRF by applying the CloudSat radiative 
kernels to MERRA-2 reanalysis over the same period. This reanalysis product assimilates a variety of satel-
lite observations, including observations of aerosol properties.
In climate models, idealized simulations and flux diagnostics from double-call radiative transfer cal-
culations can be used to evaluate the accuracy of radiative kernel estimates of dRλ and IRF (e.g., Smith 
et al., 2018; Vial et al., 2013). Such a comparison is not possible in the observed record or the MERRA-2 
reanalysis, however. Since the IRF is derived from differencing the other radiative terms, there will always 
be near-perfect energy closure, albeit with some error due to cloud masking assumptions, which is typically 
small (Chung & Soden,  2015). Alternatively, we will compare these kernel-derived estimates to various 
independent measures of the IRF.
To verify the aerosol component of the IRF, we compare radiative kernel-derived SW IRF to direct output 
of the aerosol direct radiative effect from MERRA-2. We also compare SW IRF to trends in aerosol optical 
depth (AOD) from MERRA-2 and observations from the Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer 
(MODIS) merged Dark Target and Deep Blue product (Sayer et al., 2014).
We compare radiative-kernel derived estimates of the LW IRF to offline radiative transfer calculations of 
GHG IRF. We apply empirical formulas to observed global-mean concentrations of 5 major greenhouse 
gases (CO2, CH4, N2O, CFC-11, and CFC-12), provided by NOAA Global Monitoring Division (Hoffman 
et al., 2006; Montzka et al., 2011). Etminan et al. (2016) derive the empirical formulas from polynomial fits 
to line-by-line radiative forcing calculations. While these formulas were originally developed for net strato-
spherically adjusted radiative forcing, we use corrections from additional line-by-line calculations (Etminan 
et al., 2016; Hodnebrog et al., 2013) to calculate TOA IRF, decomposed into a LW and SW component.
We also estimate GHG IRF using the SOCRATES offline radiative transfer model (Edwards et al., 1996; 
Manners et al., 2015) with NOAA GHG concentrations and atmospheric profiles from the MERRA-2 re-
analysis. Like the other IRF estimates, these calculations are presented in anomaly space with the sea-
sonal cycle removed. The IRF from CFCs has decreased recently, but this has been compensated for by a 
near equal increase from other halocarbons not considered in empirical fit and SOCRATES calculations 
(Myhre et al., 2013). To account for this, we repeat these calculations with no CFC trend. This only modi-
fies total GHG IRF trends by <5%, however, so hereafter we focus on results without this assumption. The 
SOCRATES IRF calculations are conducted under pristine, clear-sky conditions and converted to all-sky via 
Equation 8, like the radiative kernel calculations.
The various inputs and assumptions detailed above can contribute uncertainty to the estimated radiative 
changes. In a supporting Appendix, we provide a comprehensive uncertainty assessment in the IRF trends 
due to these contributors, including from observed dR, radiative kernels, and the cloud masking constant, 
Cl. We find these uncertainties are smaller than the trend regression uncertainty associated with timeseries 
variability. Therefore, all trends presented hereafter are provided with 95% confidence intervals (or roughly 
2 standard errors around the mean) associated with the least squares linear regression. This is common 
practice when diagnosing CERES trends (e.g., Loeb et al., 2018a; Loeb et al., 2018b).
The anomalies of dR, dRλ, and the IRF are subject to the same sources of uncertainty as long-term trends. 
Therefore, Figures 1 and 2 below include uncertainty bounds diagnosed as 2σ across multiple estimates of 
the radiative terms using different radiative flux data products from CERES and alternative radiative kernel 
sets and model estimates of Cl (see Appendix S1).
3.  Results
Figure 1a shows a timeseries of global-mean total radiative flux anomalies (dR) from CERES satellite obser-
vations and its component from radiative responses (dRλ), estimated by applying the CloudSat-based radi-
ative kernels to CERES and AIRS observations (hereafter CERES/AIRS). Positive anomalies indicate a net 





accounts for nearly all of the total short-term dR variability, as evident by their strong correlation (r = 0.88) 
and small root-mean-squared difference of 0.024 ± 0.003 W/m2; ∼3.5% of the standard deviation of dR. On 
inter-annual timescales, ENSO strongly influences this variability (Trenberth et al., 2014), which lags by 
∼5 months (Figure S1; Loeb et al., 2018). Long-term dR exhibits a positive, linear trend (0.038 ± 0.02 W/m2/
year) significant with 95% confidence, while dRλ exhibits an insignificant trend (0.002 ± 0.02 W/m2/year) an 
order of magnitude smaller. This arises from cancelation between LW and SW dRλ. The LW dRλ has a nega-
tive linear trend (−0.042 ± 0.02 W/m2/year) (Figure 1b), mainly from global warming-driven dRT decreases 
(−0.041 ± 0.007 W/m2/year) (Figure S2). The SW dRλ trend (0.044 ± 0.02 W/m2/year) is nearly equal and 
opposite of the LW, driven by increases in SW dRα (0.023 ± 0.09 W/m2/year) and SW dRC (0.020 ± 0.13 W/
m2/year), a predominantly low cloud response (Loeb et al., 2018). The latter alone accounts for most of the 
SW interannual variability.
MERRA-2 also exhibits a significant, positive trend in dR but not dRλ due to compensating LW and SW com-
ponents (Figure S3). However, there is a positive trend in LW dRλ and a negative trend in SW dRλ, opposite 
from the CERES/AIRS response. This occurs due to a considerably different LW and SW dRC (Figure S4) 




Figure 1.  Global-mean (a) net, (b) longwave (LW), and (c) shortwave (SW) total radiative flux anomalies from 2003 to 2018 as measured by CERES (black) and 
the contribution to that total from the sum of radiative responses (red). Respective trendlines are displayed as dashed lines. Uncertainty of ±2σ is shown for 
each timeseries, computed as described in the Methods. Linear trends and 95% confidence intervals are provided in text. CERES, Clouds and Earth’s Radiant 
Energy System.
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Since neither dRλ or its uncertainties account for the positive dR trend, it must be explained by the IRF. 
Figure 2 shows the timeseries of the total, LW and SW IRF under all-sky conditions, estimated from the ra-
diative kernel technique. The total CERES/AIRS IRF exhibits a significant, positive trend (0.033 ± 0.007 W/
m2/year), mostly from increasing LW IRF (0.027 ± 0.006 W/m2/year). The SW IRF exhibits a smaller, yet 
still significant increase (0.006 ± 0.003 W/m2/year). The LW IRF trend is opposite in sign from LW dR, since 
decreasing LW dRλ compensates. In the SW, IRF and dR are both increasing, but SW dRλ is the dominant 
contributor while the IRF trend is much smaller.
Rising GHG concentrations explain the positive LW IRF trend. Accordingly, it increases at a similar rate 
to the GHG IRF estimates from the empirical fit (0.021 ± 0.0002 W/m2/year or 0.022 ± 0.0002 W/m2/year 
if ignoring CFCs [see Methods]) and the SOCRATES radiative transfer model (0.023 ± 0.0003 W/m2/year) 
(Figure 2b), despite these calculations neglecting some GHG forcers found in nature, such as ozone. MER-
RA-2 exhibits a similar LW IRF trend to CERES/AIRS (0.029 ± 0.003 W/m2/year) while direct output of the 
LW aerosol IRF from MERRA-2 exhibits no trend. This further indicates GHG increases account for roughly 




Figure 2.  Global-mean (a) total, (b) longwave (LW), and (c) shortwave (SW) instantaneous radiative forcing (IRF) estimated from the radiative kernel 
technique for CERES/AIRS (red) and MERRA-2 (blue). Additional calculations of greenhouse gas-only IRF are also shown using empirical formulas (green) 
and the SOCRATES radiative transfer model (gray). For reference, the trendline for total radiative flux anomalies (Figure 1a) is displayed with the total IRF as 
a black dashed line. Uncertainty of ±2σ is shown with shading for each timeseries, computed as described in the Methods. Linear trends and 95% confidence 
intervals are provided in text and in Table 1. CERES, Clouds and Earth’s Radiant Energy System; MERRA, Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and 
Applications, Version 2.
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Increasing GHG concentrations also contribute (0.002  ±  0.00  W/m2/year) to the total positive SW IRF 
trends, according to estimates from the empirical fits. The SW GHG trend is negligible in the SOCRATES 
calculations, but the model version used here does not account for the SW absorption of CH4.
The total SW IRF increase is nearly identical in CERES/AIRS and MERRA-2, and to aerosol-only SW IRF 
trends from MERRA-2 direct output (Figure S5). They also exhibit similar short-term variability. This sug-
gests aerosols explain most of the SW IRF. The long-term radiative heating is consistent with declining an-
thropogenic aerosol emissions during this period (Q. Zhang et al., 2019). Toward the end of the timeseries, 
CERES/AIRS SW IRF has more positive anomalies than the SW IRF from MERRA-2. Locally, the largest 
differences with MERRA-2 after 2015 are in major absorbing aerosol source regions (Figure S6), suggesting 
a contribution from different absorbing aerosol properties.
Figure 3 shows local linear trends in kernel-derived, total SW IRF from CERES/AIRS and MERRA-2 and 
direct MERRA-2 output of aerosol-only SW IRF (Figure 3c). The spatial pattern of the SW IRF trend is 
generally consistent across all three estimates. A notable hemispheric asymmetry is present, with large 
changes concentrated in the populous Northern Hemisphere. This includes large positive trends over the 




Figure 3.  Local linear trends from 2003 to 2018 in all-sky shortwave instantaneous radiative forcing (SW IRF) diagnosed in (a) CERES/AIRS observations and 
(b) MERRA-2 reanalysis using the radiative kernel differencing technique and (c) from direct output of MERRA-2 aerosol IRF. Also, local linear trends over 
the same time period are shown for aerosol optical depth (AOD) from (d) MODIS and (e) MERRA-2. CERES, Clouds and Earth’s Radiant Energy System; IRF, 
instantaneous radiative forcing; MERRA, Modern-Era Retrospective Analysis for Research and Applications, Version 2; SW, shortwave (SW).
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aerosols have declined because of government actions to combat poor air quality (Kühn et al., 2014; Ridley 
et al., 2018; Q. Zhang et al., 2019). In contrast, the SW IRF trends are negative over India, where emissions 
continue to rise (Dey et al., 2012).
There are some magnitude differences in these major source regions, however. For instance, trends are 
larger in the Eastern US and India in CERES/AIRS than in MERRA-2. This coincides with differences in 
the MODIS and MERRA-2 AOD trends (Figure 3d and 3e), which are also larger in MODIS. Over Saharan 
Africa, the sign of the SW IRF trend differs, consistent with opposing trends in MODIS and MERRA-2 AOD. 
Dust radiative forcing during this period is likely a key factor (Figure S7; Shao et al., 2013) and is highly 
uncertain (Kok et al., 2017; Miller et al., 2014).
The strong agreement in MERRA-2 trends from kernel differencing versus direct SW aerosol IRF output 
(Figure 3b and 3c) highlights the dominant role of aerosols in the total SW IRF trends. It also confirms the 
accuracy of the radiative kernel technique. The kernel differencing method results in artifacts in the polar 
regions, however, where large local trends are a consequence of underestimating the SW dRα removed from 
dR (Figure S8) and not from actual forcing. One possible explanation is surface albedo radiative kernels fail 
to capture important ice-albedo feedback non-linearities (Block & Mauritsen, 2013). Nevertheless, the polar 
region errors have negligible effect on global-mean SW IRF trends.
Some inter- and intra-annual variability (hereafter short-term variability) in SW IRF is expected, given nat-
ural variations in aerosol concentrations. Consequently, the detrended aerosol-only (σ = 0.088 W/m2) and 
kernel-derived (σ = 0.097 W/m2) SW IRF in MERRA-2 exhibit similar variability and are highly correlated 
(r = 0.78). The source of the notable short-term variability in LW IRF (Figure 2b) is less apparent, however, 
since greenhouse gas concentrations increase relatively steadily on these timescales, as evident in the em-
pirical fit estimate of GHG IRF, which increases almost perfectly linearly.
While radiative kernel error may play some role, the LW IRF from CERES/AIRS exhibits considerably more 
short-term variability (σ = 0.24) than MERRA-2 (σ = 0.16), despite using the same CloudSat-derived ra-
diative kernels in both estimates. This highlights short-term inconsistencies between the radiative fluxes 
observed by CERES (dRcs) and the AIRS retrievals used to diagnose LW dRλcs. For instance, the difference 
between CERES/AIRS and MERRA-2 dRλcs exhibits considerably more short-term variability than the dif-
ference between dRcs. This is mostly due to different variability in dRTcs (Figure S9), and more specifically 
due to different temperature anomalies at the surface and in the boundary layer between AIRS and MER-
RA-2 (Figure S10). Since AIRS temperature anomalies are more variable, so is the dRTcs estimate. And since 
this variability is not also observed radiatively by CERES, it is not evident in dRcs. This ultimately translates 
to a more variable LW IRF when using the kernel differencing technique. This also explains why LW IRF 
spatial patterns are noisier for CERES/AIRS than for MERRA-2 (Figure S11). Cloud contamination likely 
contributes to the AIRS temperature variability, as found previously (Hearty et al., 2014). This is evident at 
the surface, for example, where the largest differences between AIRS and MERRA-2 temperature anoma-
lies tend to occur where clouds are common (Figure S9), especially over land. While global-mean surface 
temperature anomalies from AIRS closely agree with other, independent datasets (Susskind et al., 2019), it 
is possible the temperature biases that do exist are magnified in the context of radiative changes.
The LW IRF variability may also stem from its sensitivity to the atmospheric base state (Pincus et al., 2015). 
However, this contribution appears to be small. In the LW GHG IRF estimated from the SOCRATES radia-
tive transfer model, we use daily MERRA-2 temperature, surface albedo and humidity data, thus capturing 
the GHG IRF sensitivity to the unperturbed, non-cloud base state. Still, the short-term variability from this 
offline calculation is nearly as small as estimates with the empirical fit, which does not account for base 
state variability. The LW IRF short-term variability in this comparison (and in the radiative kernel-derived 
estimates) is not due to variations in the cloud base state since LW cloud masking is always treated as a 
constant. While clouds may play a greater role in reality, the SW IRF estimated from radiative kernels with 
constant cloud masking has similar short-term variability to the aerosol-only SW IRF in MERRA-2, which 
accounts for cloud masking temporal variations. This suggests cloud variability may not be important in 
the global-mean. Lastly, some LW IRF variability in MERRA-2 (and in CERES/AIRS) may be due to spatial 







We have diagnosed the global IRF directly from observations using radiative kernels. Table 1 summarizes 
linear trends. We find that from 2003 to 2018, the observed IRF has increased 0.53 ± 0.11 W/m2, almost en-
tirely accounting for the positive trend in CERES TOA radiative flux anomalies (dR). The intrinsic LW and 
SW climate radiative responses largely cancel out. This IRF increase mostly occurs in the LW (0.43 ± 0.1 W/
m2), driven by rising greenhouse gas concentrations. This serves as direct observational evidence that an-
thropogenic activity is impacting the Earth’s energy balance. The SW IRF has also increased (0.1 ± 0.05 W/
m2). In part, this is a reflection of government-mandated aerosol emission reductions throughout major 
source regions, which may have a greater direct impact than inferred by the SW IRF, which does not include 
aerosol cloud-albedo effects in this analysis.
Diagnosing the observed IRF is important for our fundamental understanding of Earth’s response to cli-
mate change and a valuable piece of information for policy decisions. Conceivably, observed IRF could 
be used as a top-down approach for monitoring the climate response to mitigation efforts. By applying 
published metrics of instrumental uncertainty in AIRS (Hearty et al., 2014; Tobin et al., 2006) and CERES 
(Loeb et al., 2018b), along with the kernel-derived IRF variance and trend, we apply formulas by Leroy 
et al. (2008) to determine the minimum length of the observational record necessary to detect a climate 
change signal. These formulas account for trend uncertainty due to natural variability and instrumental 
uncertainty. Using this approach, we find total IRF trends are detectable, given these sources of uncer-
tainty, within 3.8 years using the satellite data presented in this study. Therefore, the methods introduced 
here could be useful for near-real time monitoring, especially since the time to detection shortens with the 
lengthening of the observational record.
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